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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY
INTERNTIONAL INDIAN OCEAN EXPEDITION
Final Report: R/V ANTON BRUU, Cruise 6
INTRODUCTION
Cruise 6 of the R/V ANTON BRUUN, originating from Bombay on May l5
and terminating at Durban, South Africa on July l6, 1964, was the second
of two cruises on which a special effort was made to sample the meso- and
bathypelagic fauna of the western Indian Ocean. Collections were made
with a lO-ft. Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl at 6l stations from about l8° N.
latitude to 4lo S. latitude, along the 65° E. meridian. In addition to
the midwater trawl collections, the basic program of hydrography,
biological oceanography, and primary production was continued.
Presented in this report are the reduced oceanographic, chemical,
and biological data, station lists of plankton, midwater trawl, and
miscellaneous biological collections, and bathythermograph posi tions for
Cruise 6. A narrative report of Cruise 6 was issued as News Bulletin



























































Occupied Stations 328 to 346 from
l8° N. to 19° S. latitude on 65° E.
longi tude.
Arrived Port Louis, Mauritius.
Departed Port Louis.
Occupied Stations 347 to 354 from
22° S. to 4lo S. latitude on 65° E.
longi tude.
Occupied Station 355.
Arrived Durban, South Africa - end
of Cruise 6,
Table 2. Key to Abbrevia tions




Indian Ocean Standard Net
113 cm diameter
0.33 mm mesh aperture
75 cm diameter
0.064 mm mesh aperture (No. 25 mesh)
Modified Nansen Vertical Net
70 cm diameter
0.239 mm mesh aperture (No. 6 mesh)




Isaacs Kidd Midwa ter Trawl
SOSC:







Smi thsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center
U, S. National Museum
Washington, D. C.
Indian Ocean Biological Center
Ernakulam
Cochin, India




Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, Massachusetts
Daniel M. Cohen
Bureau of Commmercial Fisheries
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Washington, D. C.
Donald Bourne










Key to Abbreviations (continued)
John Hall
% Alpine Geophysical Associates
55 Oak Street
Norwood, New Jersey




Table 3. SummEtry of Maj or Activi ties, Cruise 6
(Posi tions for IKMT hauls represent starting positions.)
IKMT
POSITION (max. depth Hydro. Prim. Plankton Tows
DATE STA. Lat. Long. sampled) Cast Prod. NV70 75M25 IOSN
l7 -v -64 328 l8° 02 'N 65 ° 08 ' E x x x x x
l7 -V - 64 328A 18°03'N 65 ° 05 ' E 875 meters
18-V-64 328B 1r46'N 65° 02' E 468
1 9-V -64 329 l5°36'N 64 ° 5 9 i E x x x x
l8-V-64 329A l6°05'N 65°0lE 3915
1 9-V -64 329B l5°48'N 65°00'E 564
20-V -64 330 13° 36'N 65 ° 03 i E x x x x x
1 9-V -64 -330A l4 ° 08 ' N 65 ° 00 ! E 630
20-V -64 330B 13°58'N 65°02'E 2870
2 1 - V - 64 33l 11 ° 28' N 65°04'E x x x x
2L-V-64 33lA l2°07'N 65°00'E 705
2l-V-64 33lB 11°47 IN 65°0liE 2500
22-V -64 332 lOo04'N 64 ° 59 i E x x x x x
22-V-64 .332A 09°56iN 64 ° 5 9 i E 3250
22-V-64 332B 09° 36 'N 64 ° 5 6 ' E 510
23-V-64 333 or 55'N 64 ° 56 ' E x x x x
-
23-V -64 333A or 55 IN 64 ° 55! E 2850
23-v-64 333B or 331N 64 ° 4 1 ' E 940
24-V -64 334 06°0l'N 64 ° 5 9 ' E x x x x x
1
24 - V - 64 334A 06°0l'N 64 ° 5 9 ' E 700
24-V-64 334B 05 ° 48 IN 64 ° 57 ' E 2868 !1
25 -v -64 335 03°59'N 65°02!E x x x x
25 -v -64 335A 04 ° 02 ' N 65°031E 950
26-V-64 335B 03° 46 ! N 65°05'E 2575
26-V-64 336 02°0l'N 65°03'E x x x x x
26-V -64 336A 02°03'N 65° 04 i E 817
27-V-64.. 336B. Oi050'N 65°06iE l250
27-V-64 337A 00° 03 IN 65 ° 00 i E 525
28-V-64 337 00° 30' S 65°07'E x x x x




POSITION (max, dep th Hydro, Prim, Plankton Tows
. --
DATE STA. Lat. Long. sampled) Cast Prod, NV70 75M25 IOSN
29 -v - 64 338 02° 38 i S 65°011E x x x x x
28-V-64 338A 02°001 S 64°54 i E 528 meters
.
29 - V - 64 338B 02°20'S 64°54'E l650
30-V-64 339 04°40' S 65°02!E x x x x
30-V -64 339A 04°01! S 65°00iE 615
30-V-64 339B 04°l4' S 65 ° 02 i E 2080
3i-V-64 340 06°00!S 65°l0!E x x x x x
3l-V -64 340A 05°55'S 65°l0'E 2250
3i-V-64 340B 05°55! S 64° 48' E 746
1 - VI - 64 34l 08°00' S 64 ° 5 9 i E x x x x
l-Vi -64 34lA 08°00' S 65°00'E 3820
L-VI-64 34lB or 56 IS 65°l4'E 504
2-VI -64 342 09°58'S 64 ° 55 ¡ E x x x x x
2-VI -64 342A 09° 57' S 64 ° 55 i E 525
--
2-VI-64 342B lOoOl'S 64 ° 19 ' E 2250
4-VI -64 343 l2°l2' S 65° 29!E x x x x
4-VI-64 343A l2°l0'S 64°54'E 798
-
4-Vi-64 343B l2° ll S 640 1 l E 1930
,-
5 -vi - 64 344 l4° 11 IS 65°17!E x x x x x
5 -vi - 64 344A 13°57'S 65 ° 05 ' E 880
---
5-VI-64 344B l4°03' S 65° 11 'E 3080
6 - VI - 64 345 l6°lOlS 640.5 0 i E x x
-
6-Vi-64 345A l5°57'S 64 ° 46 ! E 2407
7 -Vi-64 345C l8° 09 i S 64°48 IE 798
7 -vi - 64 345D l8°05 i S 65°10'E 2500
7 -vi -64 345E ir58lS 65°341E l20
-
8-VI-64 346 1 9023 IS 65°30'E x x x x
8-Vi-64 346A 1 9° 24 ! S 65°30'E 2600
23-Vi-64 347 22° 06 IS 64° 55! E x x x x x
...
23-VI -64 347A 220 ll S 64 ° 5 3 i E 25QO
24-VI -64 347B 22° 34 IS 64055 i E 855
.-
---
POSITION (max. dep th Hydro 0 Prim 0 Plankton Tows
Il TE STA. Lat. Long. sampled) Cast Prod. NV70 75M25 IOSN
24-Vi-64 348 24 ° 0 1 ' S 65°-00'E x x x x
24-Vi-64 348A 240031 S 65°00! E '- 3500 meters
25 -vi -64 348B 24 ° 22 i S 64" 5 0 ! E l64
25-Vi-64 348C 240 29 i S 64050 ' E 1100
25-VI-64 349 260061 S 64058' E x x x x x
26-Vi-64 349A 26°06'S 64058' E 780
26-Vi-64 349B 260 24 ' S 65°02'E l470
27-V1-64, 350 280 28 ' S 65°03! E x x X
/26-VI-64 350A zr 52'S 640 55 ' E 680
27 -V1-64 350B 28005' S 64°58'E l750
28-VI-64 35l 30006' S 640581 E x x x
27 -V1-64 35lA 29030' S 640 56! E 592
28-V1 -64 35lB 29°45! S 64" 581 E inO
28-V1-64 35lC 31025' S 65°08'E 540
29-VI -64 35lD 3 1 045 i S 65°08'E 1786
30-V1-64 352 34 ° 34 ! s 64°551E x x
-
30-V1-64 3521 33° 5 3 i S 64°55! E l428
30-V1-64 352B 340 l4' S 64°58!E 750
2-VII -64 353 37°581S 64° 5 9 i E x x x
2;"Vii-64 353A 3r,59'S 64056 ' E 2394
2-VII-64 353B 38015'8 64045 î E 975
4-VII-64 354 40° 57' S 64027 ë E x x
4-\711-64 354A 40048! S 65°03'E l650
4-VÚ-64 354B 40051' S 64"49 'E 885
11-VII-64 355 29038 i S 49023 i E x x x x x
l2-VlI-64 355A 29° 38 ¡ S 49021 i E 212
l2-VII~64 355B 29°26's 49°101E l438
12-VII-64 355C 29° 29 S 48°43'E 3410
!
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 328 LAT. 18°02'N PRI MARY PROD. .17 gC/m2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65 ° 08 ' E EXT. COEFF. (It) o 049
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3334 rn. RADIATION 410 g.cal./cmYday
DATE TIME ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 3; Dir. 31 10SN STD. TOW 20.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO" Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. %0 DEPTH
ml'/I. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/Lld ¡.gC/l.d.
1 29.90 36.381 5..51 0.22 0.5 U 1.8 1 .19 7.9 6.9
25 29.36 36.357 5.01 0.23 0.5 .02 2.1 14 .08 1. 8 4.0
50 26.95 36.476 5.46 0.25 0.5 .02 1 3 2q .oq 2 C; 6. 6
7/, 25.55 36.484 4.28 0.49 3.2 .49 1.4 1,0 nc; 1 1 1 c;
99 24.45 36 325 3.13 0.91 10.9 .12 4.2 qO ?? n ? n c;
124 22 55 16 0C;6. 1 17 1 60 20 0 16. q 1
1 I. " 10 71 1').72') 0.14 2 22 21 1 n 1 17 1
198 17.33 35.740 0.26 2.32 21. 6 3.61 25 3
2q7 16. ,qo ," Q ,)fì n ?c; ? c;c; ?O A ? 7A 11 n
396 13.26 35 .719 0.08 2.46 23.1 1. 30 36.2
594 11.51 35.584 0.26 2.90 28.7 .14 49 1
792 10.28 35 . 511 0.35 2.86 32.2 .08 60.2
992 9.07 35.433 0.25 3.08 35.0 .04 71.4
1293 7.14 35.226 0.34 3 29 36 2 06. ,qg ')
1593 5.22 35.035 3.24 35.2 .07 iog.
1993 3.27 34.867 2.05 3.01 35.0 .39 126.
IR EDUCED DA 'l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN 'OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 329 LAT. 15°36'N PRI MARY PROD. .17 g C 1m Z/doy
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64 ° SO' F. EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.475
VESSEL. R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 10S0 m RADIATION 379 g.e a i. Ie mYda y
DATE 1 9-V -64 TIME 0722 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 3; Dir. 27 IOSN STD. TOW 28.0 ml.lm.z
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~ SI ChI. Q INSITU CI4 CI.4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/I. tlgA/1. tlOA/i. ¡.OA/I. tlOA/i. tlg/i. tlgC/l'd tlgC/l.d.
1 29.89 4.57 0.24 0.6 .02 2.0 1 .16 3.4 8.6
25 29.21 36.532 4.69 0.24 0.7 .02 1. 9 15 .14 2.6 7.4
50 26.15 36.416 4.70 0.34 0.7 .01 1 4 1() 1 S 1. 1 o 7
75 25.03 36.344 3.36 0.70 9.3 .69 3.3 50 1 ? 1 li q li
100 23.10 36 060 1.88 1. 12 18.2 .07 7 2 100 n 0.2 0.3
125 21.29 3s q,? () 22 1 fl7 23.7 .04 1? S
150 19.73 35 . 7 92 0.02 2.16 25.9 1.04 17.1
199 17.64 35.876 0.01 2.30 22.1 1. 62 24.0
299 14.52 35.847 U 2.48 22.6 1. 82 32.0
398 12.67 35.616 U 2.58 25.0 .10 37.8
~QQ 1 1 I)l, ,S SOh o I) S ? Ai) 'h ? I)? C;i), .
797 9.93 35.460 0.08 2.74 35.8 .03 59.7
996 8.52 35.338 0.17 2.92 33.9 .02 74.9
1 ?OS h SO ,S 161 (). S 1 1 1 () 37 ? ()2 qli fl
1595 4.77 34 0Q6 1 17 3 07 33.4 .02 11'
1995 3.07 34.850 1. 97 2.86 37.2 .03 130.
.
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. _ 330
CRUISE NO. ~
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN
DATE 20-V-64
















02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O..Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. %0 DEPTH
ml'/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1' fLgA/1. fLg/1. fLgC/l.d fLgC/l'd.
1 30.25 36.053 4.61 0.21 1. 0 U 2 6 1 .05 1. 0 5.1
25 29.91 36.075 4.62 0.22 1. 1 .01 2.5 16 .04 2.9 2.5
50 27.95 36.373 5.02 0.24 1.0 .01 1 1 31 04 1.4 1 6
74 26.73 36.447 Lf 51 o 30 1. 0 .01 24 'i4 1 'i n 1 R ,
99 25.37 36.449 4.03 0.53 5.3 .62 2.2 107 14 TT TT
124 23 26 36 .1 OR 1 .43 1 'N 24. I) 09 7 9
149 20 U 35.739 0.08 2 07 30.7 04 16.3
198 16.10 35.442 0.03 2.26 31. 6 2.01 25.6
297 13.67 35.551 0.02 2.42 34.6 2.91 31.2
397 12.38 35.516 U 2.52 36.1 .04 38.4
596 10.93 35.457 0.09 2.75 41.3 .06 49.5
794 9.66 35.409 0.30 2.66 44.2 .06 62.5
992 8.36 35 314 o 35 2R3 46.2 .04 76 'i
1290 6 60 3'i 152 o 70 3 01 4'14 .06 930
1 '1RR 473 34 9R2 137 . 2 91 4'i 3 07 11 ?
1987 3.04 34.843 2.29 2.82 43.7 .05 132.
--
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10SN STD. TOW 7.5
2g C 1m IdaySTATION NO. _ 331
CRUISE NO.--








11 0 28 i N
65004 i E
4135 m.l2





02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/I. /-oA/I. ¡.OA/i. ¡.g/i. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 30.36 35.818 4.54 0.18 1. 1 U 1. 9 1 .08 4.2 3.6
36.243 4.55 0.24 1.8 16 .06 (25 30.11 1. 1 .01 0.7 0.2
49 28.11 36.243 5.11 0.25 1.0 .01 1 R il n7 1 R ') R
74 26.34 36.400 4.76 0.31. 0.9 .01 1.5 ')4 10 n 1 n ¡;
98 24.94 36.328 4.01 0.60 7.1 .24 2.5 107 ?4 n ') ? q
123 22.42 36.013 0.84 1.62 22.8 .03 q 1
147 19.07 35.630 0.65 1. 96 25.9 .02 1 ¡; n
196 16.11 35.607 0.10 2.30 24.8 .01 25.1
294 12.77 35.372 0.36 2.41 31. 2 .02 29.5
3aO 11 8') 35 . 345 0.44 2 40 40 i ni i4i
584 10.94 35.415 o 35 2.6R 32.8 .01 i. r: Q
778 9.89 35.279 0.24 2.80 34.2 .01 60.0
971 8.30 35 2R4 n ,q ? R? 41 3 02 7 r: ()
1263 6.24 35.082 0.87 2.98 40.1 .02 94.8
1558 4.58 34.961 1.44 2.97 iR i n? 113
1958 2.96 34 . 824 2.50 2.76 36 0 02 127
~ IE II 10 ~ IE II lI A. irA
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
332 100 04'N PRI MARY PROD. .14 2STATION NO. LAT. g elm Iday
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 640 5 9 i E EXT. COEFF. (k) o 06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4310 m RADIATION 160 g.cal./cmYday
DATE 22-V-64 TIME 1402 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4; Dir. 28 IOSN STD. TOW 3.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si03 Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 C14_100Ofc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. fJgA/1. fJ9A/1. fJ9A/i. fJ9 A/I. fLg/1. fJ9C/l/d fJgC/l'd.
1 30.16 35 . 196 4..71 0.13 0.6 U 3.9 1 .10 4.6 6.7
25 29.94 35 . 190 4.67 0.15 0.5 .01 4.2 13 :06 3.0 6.1
r:() ?P. "l"l 35.486 5.14 0.14 o ') O? 3 0 ?F- At= 1 Q ? r:
75 27.Lf6 35.786 L..98 0.21 0.5 .01 3 3 ,0 (Ip. 1 7 -i
100 25.45 35.867 2.84 0.75 8.4 .32 7 0 7P. ?() () h ? 1
125 22.84 35.801 2.13 1. 20 15 "I ~_ 1--- i
150 19 90 35.574 o 99 1. 66 ?? 7 11 i Lc P.
200 16.08 35.422 0.07 2.20 26.1 06 25 4
299 12.77 35.346 0.24 2.33 30.7 .08 30.1
I400 11.57 35.282 0.88 2.64 30.9 .08 33.7 .-l
599 10.44 35.333 0.35 2.78 25.3 .09 50.2
798 8.71 35.197 0.41 2.83 36.4 .07 68.1
998 7.68 35.186 0.57 2.90 34.1 .07 79.7
1297 5 67 35.012 1.14 i7 0 1, QR i
1597 4.07 34.887 1. 91 2.79 38.8 .14 11 ')
1997 2.84 34.810 2.65 2.67 36.9 .10 126
.
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO.
333 LAT. 07°55'N PRI MARY PROD. .09 g elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64°56'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4434 m. RADIATION 252 g.e a LIe mYday
DATE 23-V-64 TIME Force 2; Dir. 09 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND IOSN STD. TOW 25.0 ml.lm.2
SAL. °/00
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. DEPTH
ml'/l. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.oA/I. ¡.O/1' ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 29.21 35.120 4.62 0.17 0.6 .00 2.7 1 .11 4.1 14.2
?"i ?9 ?"i 35103 4 60 o 19 0.6 U 2 i: 11 .16 2.6 15.4
49 27.44 35 .513 4.91 0.22 0.6 .01 2.6 26 .16 2.0 17.1
74 25.99 36.128 4.15 0.41 1. 7 .28 2.5 39 .29 u 6.5
98 24.32 36.070 2.64 0.95 14.0 .08 5.5 78 .28 0.5 13.4
123 19.92 35.367 0.50 1. 79 26.0 .07 16.3
147 17.03 35 . 277 0.59 2.00 25.5 .06 20.4
196 14.46 35 .200 0.60 2.12 25.1 .06 24.3
?qLi 12 20 35.193 1 21 2 11 25.2 .03 26 R.
192 11 06 35 193 o 92 2 30 29 2 O"i 'lLi 'l
589 10.35 35.313 0.41 2.69 29.4 .04 48.6
7R"i R 9(; 1"i 221 () i, Q ? 7(; 11 9 01 F,Li 'l
981 7.81 35.176 0.60 2.86 36.7 .01 76.9
1277 5.90 3"i 024 1 1 'l ? O'l 30.5 .08 oF, 'l
1 "i 7 "i 4 32 34. 906 1.89 2.80 30.6 .08 113
ri 974 ) 34.810 2.74 2.70 37.7 .05 128
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 334 LAT. 06°01 IN PRI MARY PROD. .15 g C /m 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64°59'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.045
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4609 m RADIATION 309 g,cal./cmYday
DATE 24-V-64 TIME 1134 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 1: Dir. 28 IOSN STD. TOW 5.0 mJ./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/i' ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.O/1. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 29.17 34.608 4.67 0.15 0.5 .00 3.1 1 .05 U 5.0
25 28.98 34.608 4.72 0.20 o C; 01 2.7 16 oc; ? 2 ? A
50 27.73 35.424 4.97 0.19 0.6 .02 2.4 31 .06 1. 8 14 3
75 25.44 35.765 2.68 0.87 3.6 .10 5.8 54 .18 2.3 9.5
100 35.403 0.88 1.64 22.5 .04 14.7 08 u o li
125 18.31 35.342 0.88 1.77 24.4 .07 17 c;
150 15.07 35.231 1 24 1 89 25.5 .04 ?1 "l
199 13.38 35.187 1.75 1.83 25.0 .08 ?2 1
299 35 . 128 1.75 1 94 2'1 6 0Li ?r: 1
399 10.87 35.138 o 88 2 12 27 Li 10 "l? ?
598 9.87 35 . 17 4 1.48 2.56 33.1 .04 46.7
797 8.38 35 . 134 0.68 2.73 33.6 .06 67.5
995 7.19 35 . 076 0.93 2.86 33.8 .03 7a 6
1295 5.74 34.981 1. 28 2.86 33.1 .19 ac; C;
1595 4.24 34.885 1.98 2.80 32.5 .11 109.
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 336 LAT. 02°011N PRI MARY PROD. .10 2g C /m /day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°031E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.045
VESSEL R/V ANTON 8 RUUN DEPTH 3195 ff. RADIATION 408 Q.cal./c m.2day
DATE, 26-V-64 TIME 1830 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 2. DiT 19 IOSN STD. TOW 19.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P _N03- N N02-N Si O"SI ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. %0 DEPTH
ml.I. j1gA/i. j1gA/i. j1 9 A/I. j19 A/I. j1g/l. j1gC/l/d j1gC/l.d.
1 29.24 34.934 4..67 0.18 1. 3 U 1. 9 1 .02 3.8 1. 1
25 29.19 34.955 4.70 0.18 0.5 .00 2,1 16 .03 2.1 0.9
50 28.94 34.938 4 96 o 17 2.8 .01 1 ~ ~l Of) o , o ')
75 27.01 35.336 4.64 0.24 0.6 U 2.4 54 .10 0.8 3.9
100 18.04 ,') 27a 2 6R 1 11 17.4 04 1? ') 107 11 () ." 1 1
125 16.06 35.223 2.14 1.42 21.4 .02 16.2
150 14.84 35.197 2.19 1.50 19.5 .02 16 8
200 13.84 35.179 2.32 1.56 22.3 .02 1R .1
299 11.92 35.116 2.54 1.63 22.9 .04 21.5
399 10.81 35.088 1. 97 1. 95 23.0 .02 26.7
598 9.62 35.096 1.32 2.40 25.9 .02 43.8
798 8.23 35.115. 0.87 2.66 23.0 .02 65.6
996 7.27 35 067 o ,R7 2.76 2' 0 01 7A ~
1295 5.70 34.959 1.41 2.85 21. 8 .05 95 4
1594 4.14 34.86') ? 14 ? f)a 21 f) 09 10a.
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u. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 338 \, LAT. 02° 38' S PRI MARY. PROD. .27 g elm Z/doy
CRUISE NO. 6 - LONG. 65°0l'E ,EXT. COEFF. (k) o 04
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4151 il. RADIATION 373 g.eol. Ie m.2day 
DATE 29-V-64 TIME 0948 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 4, Dir. 16' lOSN STD. TOW 7.5 ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03- N NOz-N Si O~Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 Cl4_100Ofc
DEPTH TEMP, SAL 0/00 DEPTH
, ml'/1. f-9A/1. f-9Af I. f-OA/1. f-9 AlL. f-9/1. f-9C/l.d f-9C/l.d,
1 29.29 35.264 4.64 0.17 0.6 U 2.7 1 ,.05 1. 3 3.6
40 28.82 35.268 4.76 0.19 0.7 .01 2.6 17 .05 4.0 5.8
60 .24.63 35.299 4.29 0.34 2.2 .09 4.'í % .05 3.6 8.1
75 21. 83 35.256 3 28 o 67 11. 2 .35 7 a !in 18 2"\ 2'í"\
100 16: 69 35 . 259 2.39 1.21 23.5 .06 14.7 120 13 0.5 o 4
124 15.72 35.-236 2.52 1.27 19.9 .06 15.8
149 14.11 35. 133 2.39 1.50 21. 6 .03 1.9.1
199 12.94 35.146 2.59 1.47 25.3 .06 1a 2
298 11.29 35.054 2.17 1.83 28 6 04 24 2
396 10.55 34.998 2.57 1.78 30.2 .04 26.0
594 8.77 34.963 1.79 2.33 33.9 .03 46.6
793 8.14 35 . 059 1.08 2.40 38.2 .06 62.3
992 6.92 (35\ 927 1. 39 2.72 40.3 .02 76.3
i1292 5.14 35 J 87 4 1.82 2 69 43.6 .12 ag 1
l 2.69 37.2 15 1071591 3.77 35 )811 2.50
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u. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
/ 2 I"
STAT,ioN NO. 339 LAT. 04°40' s PRI MARY PROD. .24 9 C 1m Iday,,
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°02'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
- VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3475 m. RADIATION 364 g.cal.lcm.2day
DATE 30-V-64 TIME 1650 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL_
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 3. Dir. 13 10SN STD. TOW ml. /m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si O..Si
alPTH
ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00
ml./1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1' fLgA/1' fLOA/i. fLg/i. fLgC/L/d fLgC/l.d.
1 28.90 34.623 4..65 .00 3.1 1 .04 2.8 3.5
25 28.77 34.639 4.58 U 3.0 . 14 04 1 ? , 7
50 23.82 35 . 149 3; 96 .29 6.5 28 0') 4 ? 4 R
74 18.66 35.224 2.24 .07 13 2 47 ?7 ? F, 1? 1
06
-
O. q 1 ,99 15.95 3" 12a 2 0, 1 Q ') 94 1 F,
124 14.88' 35.102 1. 90 07 .1 a F,
148 13.56 35.072 2.08 04 ?l F,
198 12.12 35.047 2 43 11 ?? ?
297 10.64 34.954 2 73 .07 ?Lc ()
395 9.63 34 896 2 12 OR ': 1 ':
592 8.09 34.880 1.73 OF, ", 1
788 7.28 34. 906 1.42 .08 F,a 1
984 6 21 34.863 1 56 O? R? 0
1278 5.20 34.857 1 a, .13 0/, .,
1573 3.74 34.793 2.61 11 107
1971 2.77 34.785 3.08 .08 10q
.
lR lED 1I ClE~ 10 A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 340 LAT. 06°00' s PRI MARY PROD. . .36 2g elm Iday
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°10'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.05
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4202 il. RADIATION 353 g.cal./cmYday
DATE 31-V-64 TIME 0858 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5; Dir. 15 10SN STD. TOW 9.5 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si O"Si Chi. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./l. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. fLgA/1. tLg/1. tLgC/L/d tLgC/l.d.
1 28.37 34.462 5.02 0.12 0.5 U 3.0 1 .03 2.9 8.1
?s ?R i6 34 462 4 90 o 11 1 3 01 ? 7 1/, .05 4.0 6.8
so ?? 4, 3'1 on 3 29 2R 9.0 ?R os 4 4 1? 4
75 17.72 35 . 111 2.23 .15 15.9 47 .13 6.6 21. 2
100 1'1 ,¡; 35 102 2 12 0, 19_ 1 94 17 o 1 1 ¡;
1 ?4 14 ?? ,s nqn 2 20 0, ?O '1
149 1, 44 ,'1 07R ? ?4 00 ?1 ,
199 12 OR 35 044 2 54 ?2 .4
\
.02
299 10 53 34.947 2.71 1.77 27.9 .02 24.7
398 9.47 34.884 2.43 1. 98 31.4 .01 32.8
'199 R 1? 34.852 1 85 2 44 i4.4 .01 53.0
799 7 09 34.843 1.67 2.61 ,4 6 O? 69 3
998 6.41 34.881 1.57 2.61 32.4 .02 81.0
1297 4 71 34..795 2 12 2 71 i4 0 .05 9'1 9
1597 3.59 34 .784 2.66 2.64 36.6 .04 109.
1997 2.69 34 7Ri i.1 R 2 iR 30.6 .03 1 1 ¡;
,
~ lE ll 1U C lEll ll.A 'J .A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 341 LAT. 080 00 ' s PRI MARY PROD. 41
2g C 1m Iday
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64059' E EXT. COEFF. (k) o 0')3
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3931 m. RADIATION 320 o.col.cmYday
DATE I-VI-64 TIME 1355 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 3; Dir. 13 10SN STD. TOW ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000 fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. /J.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. p.gA/i. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 28.16 34.229 4.55 0.14 0.1 .01 2.4 1 .05 4 1 " A
25 27 91 34 . 224 4.63 0.16 . o ? 01 2.1 14 (\t; ': Q c: (\
1)0 22 15 34.675 3.00 0.76 11.8 .03 9.7 27 .14 7.3 22.9
7" 10. "2 35.012 1. 91 1.03 16 3 .25 1 I) 1 lili 45 6 9 36 0
100 17.95 35.037 1.86 1.37 18.9 .10 16 0 go .17 0.0 2.3
1 ?" 1 ¡; 1? 35 087 1 93 1 38 ?? 0 OA 1 Q 1
1 C;(\ 1 t, g ': 35.090 2.07 1.54 1 g I) .0') ?n C;
?(\(\ 1': 1 ': ':C; (\7/. ? t;': 1 li" ?O " 10 'l1 t.
?oo 11 ?li 34.994 3.25 1.37 20 0 n¡; 20.3
400 g 60 ':li g"g ': 1? 1 7li ?i A 1 ? 'lt; 7
599 7.73 34.791 2.11 2.37 31.6 .08 "2 2
799 6.29 34 .771 1.78 2.46 31.4 .11 77 .4
.999 5.38 34.774 1. 95 2.66 32.8 .03 89.3
120g li lA 34.783 2.37 2 67 i2 1 2" 1 ni
1 "oA i li0 34 . 77 0 2 7a 2 61 i? A 1 ¡; 11 n
1998 2.57 34.765 3.29 2.50 34.6 .05 119. -
-
lR IE 10 1t ca IE 10 10 A ir A J
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 342 LAT. 09058 i S PRI MARY PROD. .28 g C /m z/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64055 i E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.053-
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3292 m. RADIATION 309 g.e a I.le mY ci a y
DATE 2-VI-64 TIME 1633 ZOOPLANKTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5, Dir. 15 IOSN STD. TOW 1.5 ml.lm.z
Oz P04 - P N03 - N NOz-N Si O"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/I. ¡.gA/1. tLgA/1. t!gA/1. tLgA/1. tLg/1. tLgC/l/d. tLgC/l.d.
.
1 27.55 34.170 4.79 0.08 .00 3.4 1 .10 4.9 8.4
25 27.53 34.161 4.73 0.15 .02 2.5 14 .07 4.6 6.2
50 24.47 34 528 4 13 o 37 .07 6.1 27 .08 4.0 7 5
75 20.78 34.883 2.44 0.95 .50 13.7 44 .18 4.1 7.5
100 18.44 34.922 2.19 1. 21 .07 18.3 89 .1R o 1 2 7
125 16.68 . 34.991 2.16 1.33 .03 21 1 ,
150 14 92 34.996 1. 97 1.56 .04 ?f. 1
199 11 14 35 030 2 18 1 61 0/ ?f. 1
298 11.28 34. 985 3.15 1.52 .03 21.3
398 9 qi 34 869 3 62 1 59 01 22.0
597 7.75 34.741 2 17 2 11 .03 C;? ,
7qr: fi ,q 34.729 1.86 2 53 n, 7fi 0
993 5.58 34 . 749 1.84 2.65 .03 91.4
1292 4.27 34 ,768 2.71 07 10,
1590 3.32 34.780 2.77 2.63 06 113
1988 2.54 34 . 7 64 3.39 2.49 01 11 R
i
lR 1& lI lI ~ 1& D lI A 'J A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
343 12°12'8 PRIMARY PROD: .14 2STATION NO._ LAT. g elm Iday
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65 ° 29' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.049
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3555 m. RADIATION 295 g.cal./cmYday
DATE 4-VI -64 TIME 1234 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5. Dir. 10 IOSN STD. TOW ') .0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO..Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml./1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.OA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/1. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 27.32 34.294 4..61 0.11 0.6 .01 1.8 1 .06 2.4 7.6
25 27.32 34.283 4.65 0.11 1. 1 .02 1 R 14 ni; ? i 7 7
50 25.73 34.387 4.40 0.21 o s 01 2.8 29 ni. ? () ?() i.
74 22.51 34.666 2.90 0.68 4 7 .2S 40 1 n 1 ? 'l i.
99 20.64 34.7 98 2 34 o 00 11 6 OR 1'l k 99 14 o 7 TT
124 ic18.55 34.837 2.09 1. 15 1 'l 0 OR 17 R
149 16.75 34.951 2.28 1.32 18.3 .05 20.2
198 14.79 34 . 959 . 2 37 1 38 17 0 07 ?i. i.
297 11. 98 34.966 2.67 1.57 20.2 .03 ?f. 7
396 9.82 34.827 3.55 1.53 23.2 .05 ?'l Q
595 7.65 34 . 717 2.05 2.39 34 S 04 57 3
793 6.40 34.709 1.84 2.44 29.6 05 76.6
992 5.32 34.607 ? 4R ? f.? i1 i; O? 01 'l
1290 4.24 34.720 2.36 2.57 ?Q f. 1 0 107
1589 3 47 i4 7S4 ? 7 F.' ? 70 i4 S no , A.,
1988 2.60 34.750 3.36 2.47 31 6 os 11 i
J
* average of paired protected thermometers (18.54° and 18.56°)
7
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 344 LAT. 14 D ii I S PRI MARY PROD. .18 g C 1m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°17'F. EXT. COEFF. (k) o 041
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3396 m. RADIATION 260 g.e a i. Ie mYday
DATE 5-VI-64 TIME 1344 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 6. Dir. 12 IOSN STD. TOW 6.5 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si0'lSi ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. f-9A/I. f-9A/I. f-9A/1. f-9 A/I. f-9/1. f-gC/l/d. f-gC/l.d.
1 25.70 34. 692 5..13 0.06 6 0 07 3.0 1 OC; ? n n .4
25 ,'(25.67 34.677 5.15 0.17 0.5 .00 3.7 16 .05 5.0 4.7
49 24 06 34. 926 5.15 0.06 1 6 .04 :3 .8 -:-: nc; 1 n c; -:
7"\ 21 66 35.183 4.33 0.36 '1.7 .71 6 '1 r:7 ')') 1 r: 1 -: ')
QA 20.81 35.266 3.98 o 4a 8.4 14 7 n 1 1 ¿, 1 h n "\ n li
1 ?? 10 -:O -:r: i,?? 1 a1 o 58 o h ni; 8 3
147 18.14 35 551 4 17 0.56 9.5 .02 8 1
195 16.46 3'1 532 4 22 o 5a 9 1 03 8 0
292 13.12 35.261 4.64 0.84 14.7 .03 9.0
390 10.23 34.902 4 82 1 10 22 0 04 ii 2
585 7 Sli 'lt. 7nt; ? on ? 1 i; 27.8 04 47. h
781 6.49 "\li 7 "\S ? 17 ? "\A 40 8 04 68.1
an '1.41 14.7"\'; ? 11 7 nO "\R li n'l Rh h
1 ?71 4 h"\ 1li 7'lQ ? 1'l ? t;t; 'lQ t; 1 n a'1 a
1566 3.59 34.740 2.89 2.58 39.6 .10 103.
10c;o ? "\R 'lt. 7/.1 'l 7? ? li 'l 1i; t; nt; 1 11
-
" average of paired protected thermometers (25.66° and 25 ~ b8D)
lÆIE Jl UJ ~ IE J( Jl A 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 345 LAT. 16°10'8 PRI MARY PROD. .05 9 C 1m 2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64°50'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.055
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3385 Il. RADIATION- 143 g.caJ./cmYday
DATE 6-VI-64 TIME 1737 ZOOPLANKTON -VOL
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 7 , Dir. 12 10SN STD. TOW ml.lm.2
02 ~ P04 - P N03- N N02-N Sí 0:, SI ChI. a INSITU d4 C14_1000fcDEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/l. ¡;gA/I. ¡;gA/ i. fLgA/i. ¡;g A/I. ¡;g/1. ¡;gC/l.d ¡;gC/l.d.
1 26.14 34.506 0.17 0.5 3.5 1 .06 2.1 7.4
2Li 26 19 ,Li "n? Li 77 n 1? o 7 02 ,.7 1/. nLi 1 Q 1 A
LiA ?n 1, 34.503 4 72 o 14 n " n? 2 ? ?7 nL. n Li 1 n
71 ?, h? 3" 026 " 0Li o 14 o ñ 0, dLO Li , nl. n Q ? ':
95 22.72 35.122 4.83 0.15 0.6 .01 3.0 86 0.3 0.1
143 21.22 35.307 L~. 13 0.37 4.1 .05 4.6
133 35 328 4 01 o 42 5 0 06 ') ')
166 20 21 ,') ,7n , A? n LiQ 60 .0') h "
264 ," h" L. "" O.Liñ 5 6 02 ,)Li
397 12.13 35..132 4.49 0.94 13.1 .03 9.8
597 8.99 34.743 4.47 1.44 19 6 .02 15 0
802 6 11 34. 677 2 53 2 2R 29.S .02 64 2
1084 4.85 34 . 75 3 2.30 2.45 32.9 02 87 0
1375 3.79 34.734 2.82 2.60 32.4 .04 96.4
1608 3.19 3Li 732 , 10. 2S0 31 3 04 101
1917 2 53 34.742 1. ')0 2 22 33 8 0') 1 n9
Iæ1& 11 lU (C 1& II II A '1 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
346 1 9° 23 i S PRI MARY PROD. .12 2STATION NO. LAT. g C /m /day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°30'E EXT. COEFF. (k) O. q55
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 2490 m. RADIATION 273 g.cal./cm.2day
DATE 8-VT -64 TIME 1910 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5. Dír. 11 IOSN STD. TOW 4.0 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N Si 0'lSi Chi. a INSITU CI4 C14_100Ofc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/i. ¡iOA/i. ¡iOA/i. ¡iOA/i. ¡io A/I. ¡iO/1' ¡iOC/Lid ¡iOC/l.d.
1 25.01 34.712 4:.81 0.15 0.4 U 3.4 1 .04 2.1 1.5
25 25.02 34.723 . 4.82 0.17 0.7 U 3.5 14 .04 2.4 5.3
50 25.04 34711 4.R4 o 1 'i 0.3 .00 ? 'i ?7 03 1 2 3 0
75 24 61 35 . 004 4.90 0.14 1 8 01 3.1 43 .04 1 "1 2.7
100 23.30 35. 245 4 92 o 18 1.7 02 'l Q Qh 00 1 0 'l '\
125 21 6'\ 35.427 4.74 0.20 ? 0 OR 2 R
150 35.522 4.58 0.27 2.2 .15 3.4
200 19.19 35.626 4.57 0.35 3.5 .02 3.4
299 35.571 4.93 0.48 5.6 .01 3.4
399 13 38 35.319 5.30 0.66 10.1 .01 4.1
599 10.30 34. 900 5.48 0.98 16 0 01 5.0
798 7.25 34.550 4.79 1.61 21.0 .01 17.0
997 4.82 34.560 3.31 2.37 21 0 00 58 6
1296 3.97 34.693 2.86 2.60 21 8 02 88.6
1596 3.04 34.709 3.40 2.47 21 1 04 o'i 0
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U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 348 LAT. 24 ° 01 ' S PRIMARY PROD. .07 gC/m2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°00'E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3946 m. RADIATION 144 g.eal. Ie m.2day
DATE 24-VI-64 TIME 1509 ZOOPLANKTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5. Dir. 11 10SN STD. TOW 8.0 ml. Im.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO" Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00
_ DEPTH
mlJI. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. fLgA/1' ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d. ¡.gC/l.d.
1 22.88 35.169 5..03 0.13 0.4 .01 4.2 1 .04 2.4 5.0
50 22.78 35.205 5.00 0.15 0.3 U 3.8 13 .04 1.8 3.1
75 22.93 35.345 5.00 0.13 0.5 .01 3.1 26 .03 0.4 4.6
100 22.60 35 514 5 00 o 13 0.4 01 dL7 'lQ ri -: ri 7 ¿, "
125 19.93 35.595 4.92 0.21 0.9 .10 4.4 78 .09 0.5 7.1
150 18.96 35.629 4.87 0.26 1.4 .17 4.6
200 17.34 35.635 4.87 0.34 2.8 .05 3.5
250 15.88 35.625 5.01 () ¿'1 3.8 02 'l "
299 14.44 35.480 5.18 0.52 6.0 .04 4.1
399 12.91 35.270 5.31 0.68 9.9 .02 5.6
600 10.67 34.937 5.37 0.98 16 6 0') ') q
800 8.18 i4 n?n ') Oi 1 I.? 24 5 03 Q I.
1000 5.23 34.450 4 32 2 11 30.8 04 47 ')
1299 3.64 34 581 3 38 2 ')4 i1 i OLi 7') R
1599 2.86 34 671 3.67. 2 ,a 2R 0 0, R" ()
1998 2.31 34.727 3.90 2.40 iO q 04 101.
~ Eii lU (c Eii ll A 1l A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 349 LAT. 26°06's PRI MARY PROD. .05 g elm 2/day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64 ° 58' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.06
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4627 RADIATION 164 g.cal.lcmYday
DATE 25-VI-64 TIME 1700 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 2, Dir. 04 IOSN STD. TOW 6.0 ml./m.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si0'lSi ChI. a INSITU CI4 CI4_IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. °/00 DEPTH
ml'/t. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. tLgA/t. ¡.gA/t. ¡.g/t. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 20.24 35.729 5.21 0.09 0.1 .00 2.2 1 .03 1.8 1.8
25 20.02 35.737 5.25 0.11 0.3 U . 2.1 13 n'l 1 h n 'l
50 19.77 35 .725 5.26 0.07 0.1 U 2 1 ?h ri? ri h ri c;
75 18.87 35.675 5.38 0.10 o 1 01 1 5 'lQ 11"1 () ': () Q
100 17.42 35.590 5.38 0.16 0.4 .07 1.8 78 .09 0.2 3.0
125 16.28 35.551 5 31 o 24 1. 7 .15 ? n
150 15.64 35.556 5.44 0.36 4.0 .02 2.4
200 14.75 35.477 5.18 0.55 5 0 02 2.7
299 13.32 35.313 5.33 0.60 7.1 .02 3.3
400 12.40 35.180 5.36 0.68 8.3 .02 4.1
600 10.51 34. 908 5.31 1.05 15.5 .02 5.3
799 8.14 34.625 4.98 1.39 2'LR 02 11 4
998 5 13 34.442 4.40 2.02 27.4 . oi 71R
1297 3.69 34.544 3 66 2 46 27.4 .03 ñ'i R
1597 2.86 34.652 3 75 241 27.5 04 7q c;
1996 2.34 34.735 3.99 2.33 29.5 02 92.6
lR lE 11 1£ (c lE lQ If A ir A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 350 LAT. 28°28'8 PRI MARY PROD. .08 g elm 2/doy
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 65°03'E EXT. COEFF. (k) o 049
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 3832 m. RADIATION 176 g.cal./cmYday
DATE 27 -vi -64 TIME 1250 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL.
RELI ABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5. Dir. 23 10SN STD. TOW 6.0 ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO..Si ChI. a INSITU Cl4 CI4-IOOOfc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml.ll. ¡.gA/I. ¡.gA/ i. ¡.gA/t. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 19.46 35.793 5.40 0.06 0.9 .01 2.1 1 .03 1.8 5.5
35 19.43 35.794 5.40 0.10 0.4 .02 2.1 14 .03 17 6 0
74 19 30 35 . 77 6 5.48 0.08 o 5 .01 1 " ?a ri ': ri 7 ¡. ':
99 17 .1 R 35.634 5 83 0.15 o 1 .01 1 g 4a ()6. ri Q ': ':
124 15.92 35.590 5.71 0.21 1 0 07 ? 1 00 16. ri ? ¡: ?
149 14.92 35.518 5.48 0.33 4.0 .24 1.7
1 ag 1': 01 i" 6.11 " i1 o SO 7 ? ri? ? 7
297 12.88 35.256 5.42 0.63 10.6 .00 3.R
395 ;(12.23 35.165 5.48 0.72 11.8 .01 3.9
Sa2 1() 7R 16. a6.7 " Lig ri 01 1 ¡: ? ri? " ?
789 8 46 34.646 5.16 1.35 20 2 .01 o Li
887 7.03 34.521 4.86 1.62 23 9 02 16.4
a86 5 72 34.448 4.68 1.87 2R4 11 25.8
12R1 3 51 34.488 4 05 2 34 ':1 ñ O? "7 ()
1579 2.89 34.621 3 88 2 33 02 7¡: ¡:
1977 2.32 34.752 4.08 2.26 29.4 .01 91.2
* average of paired protected thermometers (12.23° and 12.24°)
1R IE lI 1I ~ IE l1 l1 A 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
351 300 06 ' S PRI MARY PROD. .03 2STATION NO. LAT. 9 C /m /day
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 640 5 8 ' E EXT. COEFF. (k) 0.049
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4825 m. RADIATION 124 g.caJ./cmYday
DATE 28-VI -64 TIME 1158 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 5; Dir. 24 IOSN STD. TOW 2.25 mJ./m.2
02 P04 - P N03- N N02-N SiO~ Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/I. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 18.28 35 .679 5..44 0.26 0.8 .01 3.2 1 .07 1. 1 4.0
35 18.25 11) .670 S 6., n 2" 0.7 02 2 h 14 n6 n q , 1
75 1R 16 35 651 5 46 o 22 n 7 TT 1 g 29 n7 n , 'l "
100 17 14 'l" """ I) 1)6 n ?7 1 1 nh ? " 49 ()7 o 1 " g
125 16 03 35.538 5.48 0.36 2 1 21 1. 1 99 1 q TT 'l h
149 15 53 35.534 5.31 0.44 6..0 11 2.0
199 14 60 35 465 5 25 o 56 h 6. n, 1 2
249 13.86 35.382 5.27 0.66 6.9 .02 3.7
299 ok 13 .28 35.306 5.38 0.73 9.1 .04 4.1
398 12.64 35 21 q " 6.2 o 81 9.8 .02 6. 6
597 11 01 34 973 5 35 1 06 16. q O? 5.3
796 8.94 16. 70g I) 1? 1 'l7 20 1 06. Q ?
995 6 OR 34.481 4.72 1. 94 ?~ ~ () 23.5
1291) 1 70 14 458 4.20 2.45 'l? ? rI? 51.2
1595 2.92 34.595 3 92 2 "1 32.5 .03 7? h
1994 2.37 34.745 4.41 2.11 27.9 .02 68.6
.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~ IE lI lf ~ IElI lI A 11 A
U. S. PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY - INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN PROGRAM
STATION NO. 354 LAT. 40°57' s PRI MARY PROD. 09 2g elm Iday
CRUISE NO. 6 LONG. 64 ° 27' E EXT. COEFF. (k) o 049
VESSEL R/V ANTON BRUUN DEPTH 4879 il. RADIATION 110 g.caJ.lcmYdClY
DATE 4-VII-64 TIME 2311 ZOO PLAN KTON VOL
RELIABILITY OF DEPTH WIND Force 8: Dir. 30 JOSN STD. TOW mL. Im.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N SiO"Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 DEPTH
ml'/1. ¡.gA/1. ¡.oA/I. fLOA/1. ¡.oA/I. ¡.g/I. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 12.91 35.212 5.76 0.50 7.4 .05 4.7 1 .13 1. 3 10.8
50 12.92 35.197 5.77 0.54 8.0 .05 4.7 14 .ll 1.8 9.4
100 12.92 i'i 1 aR 'i 7R n i; 'l i; q .01) i; n ?Q 1 'l 1 ? 7 I,
149 12.96 35 . 198 5.74 0.52 8.5 .05 4.6 49 14 o a h ?
199 12.96 35.195 5.76 0.56 8.0 .04 4.7 99 14 0.2 7 'i
299 35.191 5.76 0.56 8.2 .05 4.7
399 11.09 34.934 5.23 0.56 13.7 .01 6.6
499 10.13 34 820 5 13 1 07 16.6 U 7R
599 8.86 34.677 4 90 1 34 17 9 01 11 .6
699 7.50 34. 544 4.90 1.52 23.8 01 1'i a
799 6.30 'l/, /, Q': Li RR 1 7/, ?l.R oi ?n 4
899 5.31 34.395 4.89 2.12 26.5 .01 27.3
999 4 59 'l/, 41? Li 7R ? 1 Q ?t; 'l nn ':? ':
1299 3.39 34.457 4.83 2.21 01 29.6
1599 2.87 34.543 4.12. 2.53 30.0 .01 68.8
1998 2.54 34.589 4.39 2.35 32.2 .02 56.1
~ 1& 11 1t (C 1& ll ll A ir A





IOSN STD. TOW 5.5

















Force 5: Dir" 12
BRUUN
ml.lm.2
02 P04 - P N03 - N N02-N Si03Si ChI. a INSITU CI4 C14_1000fc
DEPTH TEMP. SAL. 0/00 . DEPTH
miJI. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.OA/I. ¡.O/1. ¡.gC/l.d ¡.gC/l.d.
1 18.82 35.621 0.10 2.2 .05 2.5 1 .14 1. 2 11 .5
50 18.83 35.617 5.32 0.10 1.8 .01 2.5 11 .14 1. 6 24.1
100 18.40 35 584 5 28 o 16 2.3 .06 2 0 .13 1 9 11. 9
125 17 36 35.559 5.03 0.24 4.1 07 2.7 36 1, ? e; q 7
149 16.37 'Ie; e;,ú e; 20 o ,0 4.6 .08 2. R 7? 14 1. 9 R.7
, 199 15.40 35.502 5.27 0.36 5.7 .03 2.7
399 13.79 35.358 5.37 0.53 8.2 .06 3.9
e;qq 12.29 35 . 159 5.37 0.74 12.4 .04 4 5
798 10.02 34.833 5.23 1. 10 17.2 .02 6.7
1097 6.12 34 .491 4.64 1.78 28.5 U 26.0
1396 3.79 'Ú .úRq ú 25 2 1 q 25.R 00 511
1794 2.82 34.658 4.12 2 11 26.3 01 73 3
2292 2 38 'Ú .R1 0 ú 50 1 .R4 ?? R ni ('R 7
2792 2 oi 34 77 4 4 56 2.0R 26 R oi 90.9
3290 1.44 34 . 744 4.50 2.26 23.7 .02 113.
3789 1.17 34.730 4.73 2.22 25.5 .09 117.
4288 1.04 34.725 4.86 2.20 23.9 03 120
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.L.AT. LONG. (OC L
1 17 V 64 1210 18°02 'N 65°08'E 30.1
2 18 V 64 0835 17 ° 33 'N 65 ° 00 ' E 30.0
3 1200 16°57'N 65 ° 00 ' E 30.5
4 1500 16°23'N 65 ° 00 ' E 30.6
5 1700 16°03'N 65000' E 30.7
6 1 9 V 64 0655 15036 'N 64 ° 5 9 ' E 30.1
7 1000 15°32'N 65 ° 00' E 30.2
8 1310 15°02'N 65°01'E 30.5
9 1600 140 34' N 65°01'E 30.5
10 20 V 6Lf 0810 13° 36 iN 65°03'E
11 1915 13° 26' N 64°59'E 30.8
12 2200 12° 59'N 65°00'E 30.3
13 21 V 64 0100 12° 30'N 65 ° 00' E 30.3
14 0335 12°05 'N 65° 00 'E 30.3
15 1535 11 ° 28 'N 65°04'E 30.7
16 2200 10053'N 65 ° 05 ' E 29.9
17 22 V 64 0100 10° 21'N 65 ° 05' E 29.9
18 1330 09° 57'N 64°58'E 30.4
19 23 V 64 0345 09°19'N 64 ° 55' E 30.0
20 0700 08°46 'N 64 ° 55' E 29.7
21 1245 or 54 'N 64 ° 55' E 29.6
22 24 V 64 0300 or 20'N 64°40'E 29.4
23 0700 06°39'N 64 ° 50' E 2q 2
24 1 nnn n¡;O nq 'N ñ4° ')7 'T¡ ?Q 7
2') 1104 06°01'N 64° ')q' T¡ 'l() 4
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 6
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT, LONG. (OC)
26 25 V 64 0730 05 ° 29 ' N 64 ° 53 ' E 29.2
27 1000 05°06 'N 64 ° ') i ' F. ?9 2
28 1300 04 ° 37 ' N 64 ° ') 6 ' F. 290
29 1600 04°13'N 6'l°02'R ?q i
30 1730 03°58'N 65°02' E 29.1
31 26 V 6l¡. 1000 03°15'N 6') ° 06 ' F. ?94
32 1300 02°47 'N 65°05 'E 29.3
33 1615 02°18'N 65 ° 05 ' E 29.3
34 1800 02°011N 65° 03 IE 29 ')
35 27 V 64 1130 01°35'N 65°10'E 29 ñ
36 1430 01°06'N 65°09'E 29 9
37 1730 00°41 'N 65°07 'E 29.8
38 2030 Ooo12'N 65°02'E 29.6
39 28 V 64 0940 00029'S 6'1 ° OA ' R ?q A
40 1300 00°50'8 65 ° 05 ' E 30.2
41 1630 01 ° 21' S 65°00'E 29.9
42 1940 01 ° 54 ' 8 64 ° 5 6 ' E 29.5
43 29 V 64 0915 02° 38' 8 65° 01' E 29.5
44 1930 02° 57' 8 65°02'E 29.3
45 2200 03° 24' 8 65°02' E 29.1
46 30 V 64 0100 03°56'8 65°02'E 29.0
47 1610 04°40'8 65°02'E 29.2
48 1900 04°')0'8 6')oOi'F. ?A q
49 ?? nn ne;O?O'~ ¡:e; ° nf, ' T¡ ?Q Q
')0 31 V 64 0210 06°01'8 65 ° 04' E 28.7
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLI DE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
'51 31 V 64 0820 06 ° 00 ' 8 65°10'E 28.7
52 IVI64 0205 06° 10' 8 64 ° 58' E 28.5
53 0400 06 ° 28 ' 8 64°57'E 28.4
54 0700 06°58'8 64 ° 58' E 28.2
55 1000 or 29' 8 64°59'E 28.2
56 1315 08 ° 00' 8 64 ° 5 9 ' E 28.2
57 2 VI 64 0315 08 ° 00 ' 8 64 ° 51' E 27.9
58 0630 08° 32' 8 64 ° 50 ' E 27.7
59 1000 09°05' 8 64 ° 50 ' E 27.8
60 1300 09° 35' 8 64°51'E 27.9
61 1600 09° 58' 8 64 ° 55' E 27 .~
62 3 VI 64 1145 10°05'8 64 ° 24 ' E 27.7
63 1300 10° 20' 8 64 ° 27' E 27.8
64 1600 10°48'8 64 ° 34 ' E 27.7
65 1900 11°19'8 64°42'E 27.5
66 2200 11 ° 51' 8 64 ° 4 9 ' E 27.5
67 4 VI 64 0145 12010'8 64°59'E 27.4
68 1205 12°12'8 65 ° 29' E 27.5
69 1610 12°36'8 65 ° 28 ' E 27.3
70 1900 13°04'S 65 ° 15 ' E 26.6
71 2200 13°33'S 65°09'E 26.0
72 5 VI 64 0030 13°57'S 65 ° 05 ' E 26.0
73 1300 140 11' S 65° 17 'E 25.9
74 2200 14°32'8 65 ° 08 ' E 26 0
75 6 VI 64 0100 1 ')°00' c: f)') ° 01 'R ?(' 1
R/V ANTON BRUUN, (RUlSE 6
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TI ME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC)
76 6 VI 64 0400 15°29'S 64 ° 5 3 ' E 26 1
77 1900 16°15'8 64 ° 4 q , R 26.4
78 2200 16°41' 8 64 ° 4 9 ' E ?fi .2
79 7 VI 64 0100 1r10'S 64 ° 4 q , R 2'1 q
80 .0400 1r39'S 64°49'E 25.5
81 2000 17°59'S 65°15'E 25.5
82 8 VI 64 0000 17°58'8 65°23'E 25.4
83 0700 19° 09 ' S 65° 10' E 24.9
84 0900 19°29'S 65 ° 06' E 24 q
85 1845 19° 23 ' S 65° 30' E 2'1 2
86 23 VI 64 0635 22°06'S 64 ° 5 '1 ' R 23.8
87 24 VI 64 0730 22°53'8 64 ° 56 ' E 23.0
88 1010 23°19'8 64 ° 57 ' E 22 9
89 1310 23°10' c: 64 ° '1 q , F. 22 q
90 1432 24 ° 00 ' 8 65°00'E 23.2
91 25 VI 64 0845 24 ° 45' 8 64 ° 4 9 ' E 27.8
92 1000 24 ° 57 i S 64°51'E 27.7
93 1500 25°47' S 64 ° 5 6 ' E 21.0
94 1630 26°01' S 64057' E 20.4
95 26 VI 64 1445 26°47' 8 65°05' E 19.8
96 1600 26°59'8 65°04'E 19.9
97 1900 27°30'8 64 ° 5 9 ' E 19.6
98 2100 27°S1's 64 ° '1 fi ' R 1 q ')
99 27 VI f)4 1 ? 1') ?RO?R'C: ('')°0') I", 1 Q "
100 1630 28 ° 50' 8 65°00'E 19.4
BATHYTHERMOGRAPH LOG
SLIDE POSITION SURF.
NO. DATE ZONE TIME TEMP.LAT. LONG. (OC 1
101 27 VI 64 1900 29°16'8 64 ° 58' E 19.6
102 2030 29°30' 8 64 ° 57 ' E 19.5
103 28 VI 64 1110 30° 06 1 8 64 ° 581 E 18.3
104 1400 30° 06' 8 64 ° 53' E 18.8
105 1700 30032'8 65°01'E 18.3
106 1900 30° 51' 8 65°03'E 18.2
106A 2200
107 30 VI 64 2015 34 ° 34 ' 8 64 ° 54 ' E 16.0
108 1 VII 64 0100 35° oi 1 8 64 ° 551 E 15.0
109 0400 35°22'8 64 ° 5 6 ' E 14.5
110 1930 35 ° 58' 8 64045' E 14.5
111 2000 36°0318 64°46'E 14.3
112 2 VII 64 0105 36°49'8 64°52'E 13.8
113 0400 37°1618 64 ° 58' E 13.8
114 0700 37°46' 8 65°001E 13.9
115 0835 37°58'8 65 ° 00 ' E 13.9
116 3 VII 64 1020 38° 26' 8 63°58'E 13.8
117 1400 38°37'8 63°57'E 13.8
118 1800 39062' 8 64 ° 25 ' E 13.8
119 2200 39° 37' 8 64° 39'E 13.0
120 4 VII 64 0130 40° 06 ' 8 65°00'E 12.5
121 0700 40°41' 8 65°06'E 12.4
122 5 VII 64 0020 40° 57' 8 64 ° 29 ' E 12.4
123 0500 41 ° 34' 8 64°53'E 12.4
124 11 VII 64 1) 00 1 Q (\
R/V ANTON BRUUN, CRUJSE 6
SLIDE
DATE ZONE TI ME
POSI TION SURF.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/Y ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CU R RENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
P lank ton: 2l-V -64 331 11 ° 28 i N 65°04'E 4135
Vertical 200-0 1640-1653 IOSN 2808 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1655-1710 75M25 2809 SOSC
Plankton: 22-V-64 332 10004'N 64 ° 5 9 ' E 4310
Vertical 1000-500 0346-0400 NV70 2752 GDG
Vertical 490-190 0423-0430 NV70 2753 GDG
Vertical 200-94 0447 -0449 NV70 2754 GDG
Vertical 100-0 0504-0507 NV70 2755 GDG
Vertical 2000-1002 0601-0625 NV70 2756 GDG
Vertical 3000-2000 0742-0830 NV70 2757 GDG
Vertical 4000-3000 1043-1155 NV70 2758 GDG
Vertical 200-0 1230-1245 IOSN 2810 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1250- 1302 75M25 2811 SOSC
Plankton: 23-V -64 333 07°55'N 64°56'E 4434
Vertical 200-0 1329-1337 lOSN 2812 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1339-1351 75M25 2813 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJSE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LAB EL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME GEARLAT. LONG. (M) (M) NO. CUSTODY
Plankton: 24-V-64 334 06001 IN 64 ° 5 9 i E 4609
Vertical 200-0 1214-1219 lOSN 2814 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1220-1233 75M25 2815 SOSC
Vertical 100-0 1252-1254 NV70 2759 GDG
Vertical 200- 92 1308-1310 NV70 2760 GDG
Vertical 500- 188 1332-1341 NV70 2761 GDG
Vertical 1000-485 1413-1425 NV70 2762 GDG
Vertical 2000-1078 1516-1550 NV70 2763 GDG
Vertical 3000-1894 1701-1750 NV70 2764 GDG
Plankton: 25-V-64 335 03°59'N 65°021E 3374
Vertical 200-0 1840- 185 1 lOSN 2816 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1853-1909 75M25 2817 SOSC
Plankton: 26-V-64 336 02°011N 65 ° 03 ' E 3195
Vertical 200-0 1902-1914 lOSN. 2818 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1916-1927 75M25 2819 SOSC
.
I
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJSE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. L A BEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton: 27 -v -64 3367 01°30'N 65°09'E 3500
Vertical 3000- 1 940 0648-0740 NV70 27(;i: r.nr.
Vertical 2000-1000 0831-0900 NV70 2766 GDG
Vertical 950-440 0936-0953 NV70 2767 GDG
Vertical 490-185 1011-1020 NV70 2768 GDG
Vertical 200- 90 1041-1045 NV70 2769 GDG
Vertical 100-0 1100-1102 NV70 2770 GDG
Plankton: 28-V -64 337 00° 31' S 65°ü7'E 3926
Vertical 200-0 1042-1057 IOSN 2820 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1054-1108 75M25 2821 SOSC
Plankton: 29-V-64 338 02° 38 i S 65°01 IE 4151
Vertical 200-0 1025-1036 IOSN 2822 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1039-1055 75M25 2823 SOSC
Vertical 3000-2000 1244-1334 NV70 2771 GDG
Vertical 2000-1000 1430- 1455 NV70 2772 GDG
Vertical 1000-485 1536-1545 NV70 2773 GDG
Vertical 500-180 1608-1618 NV70 2774 GDG
Vertical 200-91 1624-1630 NV70 2775 GDG
Vertical 100-0 1645-1650 NV70 2776 GDG
I
"¡'( Change in position following earlier plankton tows at same station
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJ,sE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. LABEL CU RRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Plankton: 30-V-64 339 04°40' S 65°02'E 3475
Vertical 200-0 1726-1740 IOSN 2824 lOBC
Vertical 200-0 1741-1758 75M25 2825 SOSC
.
P lank ton: 31-V-64 340 06 ° 00 ' S 65°10'E 4202
Vertical 980-550 0250-0302 NV70 2777 GDG
Vertical 200- 94 0351-0355 NV70 2779 GDG
Vertical 470-190 0424-0432 NV70 2780 GDG
Vertical 100-0 0448-0450 NV70 27R1 GDG
Vertical 1950- 1015 0542-0610 NV70 2782 GDG
Vertical 2950-1990 0721-0815 NV70 2783 GDG
Vertical 200-0 0932-0945 IOSN 2826 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 0946-1003 75M25 2827 SOSC
Plankton: 1 -vi -64 341 08 ° 00 ' S 64 ° 59' E 3931
Vertical 200-0 1425-1438 IOSN. 2828 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1440-1455 75M25 2829 SOSC
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN i CHUJ.sE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCOLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIME
GEAR NO.LAT. LONG. (M) (M) CUSTODY
Plankton: 2-VI-64 342 10007's 64 ° 27' E 3300
Vertical 970-485 0651-0702 NV70 2787 GDG
Vertical 480-189 0726-0734 NV70 2788 GDG
Vertical 200- 95 0753-0757 NV70 2791 GDG
Vertical 100-0 0810-0813 NV70 2790 GDG
Vertical 1970-1020 0903-0935 NV70 2789 GDG
Vertical 3000- 1 980 1050-1140 NV70 2792 GDG
Plankton: 2-VI-64 342i, 09° 58' S 64 ° 55' E 3292
Vertical 200-0 1705-1720 IOSN 2830 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1721-1740 75M25 2831 SOSC
Plankton: 4-VI-64 343 12°12's 65°29'E 3555
Vertical 200-0 1305-1317 IOSN 2832 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1326-1339 75M25 2833 SOSC
* Change in position following earlier plankton tows at same station
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V AN-rON BHUUN, CHUJSE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. LABEL CURRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DEPTH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. 1M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
P lank ton: 5-VI-64 344 14 ° ii f S 65° 17' E 3396
Vertical 200-0 1425-1439 IOSN 2834 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1441-1455 75M25 2835 sose
Vertical 980-485 1559-1605 NV70 2793 GDG
Vertical 480- 185 1647 -1656 NV70 2794 GDG
Vertical 200-92 1616-1625 NV70 2795 GDG
Vertical 100-0 1542-1545 NV70 2796 GDG
Vertical 1980-1010 1903-1940 NV70 2797 GDG
Plankton: 8-VI-64 346 19° 23' S 6i:030'F. 24aO
Vertical 200-0 1948-200J TOSN ?A"lA T OR('
Vertical 100-0 2021-2025 NV70 2798 GDG
Vertical 200- 95 2121-2125 NV70 2799 GDG
Vertical 500-1S1 2151-2200 NV70 2800 GDG
BJ OLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN 1 CHUJSE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CURRENT
COLLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE PTH ZONE TIME GEAR NO. CUSTO DYLAT. LONG. 1M) (M)
P lank ton: 23-Vl -64 347 22°06' S 64 ° 55' E 3983
Vertical 200-0 0801-0820 10SN 2840 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 0821-0838 75M25 2841 SOSC
Vertical 500-198 0919-0927 NV70 2849 GDG
Vertical 200- 94 1013-1015 NV70 2848 GDG
Vertical 100-0 1032-1036 NV70 2847 GDG
Vertical 1000-490 1113-1125 NV70 2850 GDG
Vertical 2000-1000 1229-1257 NV70 2851 GDG
Plankton: 2L~-VI-64 348 24°01' S 65°00' E 3946
Vertical 200-0 1600-1619 IOSN 2703 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1620-1635 75M25 2842 SOSC
Plankton: 25-VL -64 349 26°03'S 64 ° 58' E 4627
Vertical 200-0 1735-1745 IOSN 2843 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1746-1800 75M25 2844 SOSC
Vertical 1000-489 1904-1916 NV70 2857 GDG
Vertical 2000-1000 2012-2038 NV70 2853 GDG
Vertical 3000- 2000 2158-2238 NV70 2854 GDG
Vertical 500-194 2301-2308 NV70 2R ') (me:
Vertical 200-97 2321 - 2324 NV70 2RSS e:De:
Vertical 100-0 2335-2340 NV70 2852 GDG
Vertical 26-VI-64 4000-3000 0116-0231 NV70 2858 GDG
BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANTON BHUUN, CHUJ-SE 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAM PLiNG SAMP. L A BEL CURRENT
COLLECTION OATE STA. DEPTH OEPTH ZONE TIMELAT. LONG. (M) (M) GEAR NO. CUSTO DY
Plankton: 27 -vi -64 350 28°28'S 65°03' E 3832
Vertical 200-0 1400-1418 IOSN 2845 10BC
Plank ton: 28-VI-64 351 30° 06 ' S 64058 i E 4825
Vertical 200-0 1318-1333 IOSN 2868 IOBC
Plank ton: 2-VII-64 353 37 ° 58' S 64 ° 5 9 i E 4554
Vertical 200-0 1047 -1103 IOSN 2846 IOBC
Plankton: 12-VII-64 355 29°38'S 49° 23'E 4320
Vertical 200-0 1429-1447 IOSN 2859 IOBC
Vertical 200-0 1455-1920 75M25 2860 SOSC
Vertical 100-0 1555-1557 NV70 2861 GDG
Vertical 200-98 1617-1619 NV70 2862 GDG
Vertical 500-197 1651-1656 NV70 2863 GDG
Vertical 1000-494 1736-1750 NV70 2864 GDG
Vertical 2000-1000 1848-1916 NV70 2865 GDG
Vertical 3000- 2000 2038-2124 NV70 2866 GDG
Vertical 4000-3000 2320-0035 NV70 2867 GDG
REMARKS REGARDING THE MlDWATER TRWL COLLECTIONS
A diagram of the midwater trawl arrangement us~d on the cruise is shown
in Figure 2. A one~meter diameter plankton net, No.2 mesh, was joined to
the main body of a lO-foot Isaacs-Kidd midwa ter trawl by means of a tapering
canvas cone. Attached to the end of the plankton net was a catch dividing
device with its pressure-actuated piston type opening-closing mechanism
described by P. Foxton (l963, J. Mar. Biol. Assoc. U.K., Vol. 43, pp. 295-308).
When operating properly, the closing device shunted the catch from the surface
to a predetermined depth D into one of the two attached plankton nets. Below
depth D, down to maximum depth fished, the catch would be directed into the
other plankton net. When the gear returned to depth D on retrieval, the
catch would then be shunted into the first net.
Depth D) the depth at which the Foxton closing device operated to direct
the catch into one or the other of the two plankton nets, could be pre-
determined within the limitations of the gear by selecting the proper setting
on the piston. Because of the unknown reliability of the opening-closing
mechanism, however, and because of the usuaL. limitations associated with
methods used to determine the actual depth of sampling gear, the figures
recorded in the midwa. ter trawl log under Samplin& Depth should be regarded
as best estimates. The methods by which the sampling depths were established
are noted parenthetically, and where two methods were used, both are given.
For example) under Midwater Trawl Station 33lA, the haul resulted in
two fractions; one representing the depth zone from the surface to 200 meters
and the other from 200 meters to 705 meters. The depth of 200 meters was
established by the setting of the Foxton closing device, and this is acknowledged





















Figure 2 A schematic drawing of cod end of midwater trawl (Not to scale)
two methods. The usual one, based on the wire angle and length of wire out,
is represented by the notation wa. The other, using a time-d~pth recorder,
is represented by the abbreviation tdr. Occasionally, both methods were used
as shown under Station 330B.
The catch from each depth zone was sorted on board into two major groups,
fishes and invertebrates, and preserved in lO percent formalin. Volume
determinations were made for each group after preservation. On the earlier
midwater trawling cruise (Cruise 3), volume determinations had been made
prior to preservation.
J'IjJDWAT£F~ TFU-\WL LOG - Fl IV ANTOi"-l BHUUN, CFWJ5£ 6
MWT ZONE POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DE PTH ( M) COLLECTION (ee) NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (M)
ß28A Start 17 Mav 64 b200 18°03'N 65 ° 05 'E 3328 0-875 (wa): Invertebrates 120 7160 sose
und 18 Mav 64 b400 17°46 'N 65°02'E S trinQc 80 7160 sosr.
Fishes " 7162 WHOT
ß28B Start 18 Mav 64 b410 ir46'N 65°02'E 0-468 (i.¡a): Fishes 11 '\0 71Li1 ITJUOT
und 18 Mav 64 b820 17 ° 34 ' N 65° 00' E Invertebrates 101 7142 sosr.
29A tart 18 May 64 825 16°05 'N 65°0l'E 3695 0-3915 (wa) 0-3500 (tdr): Fishes RO 71Li , IWUOT
und 19 May 64 b145 15°48'N 65° 00' E Invertebrates 550 71 LiLi I c:oc:r.
29B Start 19 Mav 64 b200 15°48 'N 65°00'E 0-564 (wa): Fishes 1460 714') ITJnT
End 19 May 64 b650 15°37'N M059'E Invertebrates 350 7146 sose
30A tart 19 May 64 843 14 ° 08 'N 65 ° 00 ' E 3932 0-630 (wa): U~ ~ h ~ ~ ~- ~ .. ,7 I T,rn ("I
nd 19 Ma v 64 b340 114 ° 11 i N 65°00'E Invertebra tes ,RO 7 1L R I c:oc:r.
1330B tart 20 May 64 bo05 3°58 'N ~5° 02' E 3895 0-2870 (wa) , 0-2750 (tdr): CODeDods 7151 GDG
nd 20 May 64 P800 3°36'N p5°03'E Invertebra tes Li80 71')2 I c:oc:r.
Fishes 1 qO 71'\ , 1l. m
¡j31A tart 21 May 64 b349 2°07 'N 65 ° 00' E !4180 0-200 (fe)' T¡~ "ha" 71 ",i: h.rn ("I
nd 21 May 64 b835 1°47'N 65°01 'E Invertebrates 7157 sose
200-705 (fc-wa):
. Fishes 330 7154 WHOI
Invertebra tes 670 7155 Isose
MJDWJ-T£F~ -nU\WL LOG - E IV J-1'rroJ"-1 BHUUN t CFWJS£ 6
MWT ZONE POSIT ION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL GURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION (GG) NO. GUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (1.)
33lB Start 21 May 64 0905 11°47'N 65°0l'E 3840 0-200 (fc): Fi she s (plus contaminants 160 7163 WHOI
End 21 May 64 1535 11° 28'N 65°031E from anterior part of net
Invertebrates (plus con- 250 7164 sose
taminants from anterior
.part of net
200-2500 (fc-wa): Fishes 60 7165 WHOI
Invertebra tes 110 7166 sose
532A Start 22 May 64 500 09?561N 64 ° 5 9 i E 4315 o to 350-400 (fc): Fishes 10 7159 WHOI
End 22 May 64 205 09° 36'N 64 ° 56 ' E Invertebra tes 30 7168 sose
0-3250 (fc-wa): Fishes 60 7161 WHOI
Invertebrates 330 7169 sosc
eopepods 7170 GDG
:j32B Start 22 May 64 222 )9° 36 'N 64°561E 4352 0-510 (wa): Fishes 230 7167 WHOI
End 23 May 64 )308 )9°22'N )4°55 IE Invertebrates 710 7171 sose
Squids (vol. included in 7172 sose
invertebra te volume)
~¡jlDWATEH TfV-\WL LOG - H IV ANTON BHUUN, (HUlSE 6
MWT ZONE
POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
OATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M I COLLECTION (ee) NO. eUST.
STA. TIME LAT. LONG (M)
07° 55 IN 64°551E 4388 o to 350-400 (fe): Fishes 35 71 ~.. , nU"T333A Start 23 Mav 64 1410
End 23 May 64 ~110 07°331N 64° 4 l E Inver tebra tes 145 7181 sose
eopepods GDG
350-400 to 2850 (fe-wa): Fishes 45 7173 WHOT
Invertebrates 370 7174 sose
333B Start 23 May 64 128 or 33'N 64°41 IE 4608 o to 350-400 (fe): Fishes 140 7179 WHOI
End 24 May 64 )232 or 20lN 64°40'E Inver tebra tes 590 7180 sose
350-400 to 940 (fe-wa): Fishes 150 7177 WHOI
Invertebrates 510 7178 sose
34A ßtart 24 May 64 912 06°01 IN 64°59'E 4663 0-275 (fe): Fishes 55 7'00 1.J1lr)T
nd 24 May 64 345 05°48 IN ::4° 57 IE Invertebrates 260 7189 sose
275-700 (fe-wa): Fishes 300 7191 WHOI
Invertebra tes 1160 7190 sose
34B tart 24 May 64 l350 5 ° 48 i N ~4 ° 57 ' E 4242 0-275 (fe): Fishes aO 7lR3 WHOT
nd 25 Mav 64 )730 5° 291N ::4°53'E roc 17C; 71 AI. c:()c:('
275-2868 (fe-wa): Fishes 65 7185 WHOI
Invertebra tes 1130 7186 sose
MJDWJ.TEH TfU\WL LOG - n IV J.J'-ITON BnUUN, CfWJ5E 6
MWT ZONE POSIT ION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL GURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION IGGl NO. GUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG IMl
335A Start 25 May 64 1920 04°02'N 65°03'E 3383 0-275 (fc) : Fishes 230 7199 WHOI
End 26 May 64 0050 30046'N 65°05'E Invertebrates 430 7201 SOSC
275-950 (fc-wa): Fishes (1 cyclothone. WHOI
1 leptocephalus)
Invertebrates 20 7193 SOSC
0-950 (specimens in anterior Fishes 275 7198 WHOI
part of net): Invertebrates 150 7200 sose
1335B Start 26 May 64 PIOO 03°46'N 65 ° 05 ' E 2926 0-275 (fc): Fishes 245 7196 WHOI
End 26 May 64 P850 03° 27 'N 65°07'E Invertebrates 340 7197 sose
275-2575 (fc-w.a): Fishes 140 7194 WHOI
Invertebrates 210 7195 SOSC
36A Start 26 May 64 735 02°03'N 65 ° 04 ' E 3250 0-275 (fc): Fishes 110 7208 WHOI
End 27 May 64 )025 01050'N 65 ° 06 ' E Invertebra tes 1140 7209 sose
275-817 (fc-wa): Fishes 640 7206 WHOI
Invertebra tes 215 7207 sose
MJDWAT£H TRAWL LOG - H IV AJ"-ITON BHUUN, CHUJS£ 6
MWT ZONE POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M 1 COLLE CTION (ee) NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG 1M)
336B Start 27 May 64 0047 01°50'N 65 ° 06 ' E 3200 0-275 .(fc): Fishes 70 7202 WHOI
End 27 May 64 0530 01°37'N 65°07'E Inver tebra tes 180 7203 sose
275-1250 (fc-wa): Fishes 80 7204 WHOI
Invertebrates 650 7205 sose
337A Start 27 May 64 2130 00003'N 65°00'E 0-275 (fc): Fishes 90 7210 WHOI
End 28 May 64 0245 00° 14 ' s 65° 03' E Invertebrates 340 7211 sose
275-525 (fc-wa): Fishes 180 7212 WHOI
Invertebrates 450 7213 . sose
1337B Start 28 May 64 P300 00° 14 ' S 65°03'E 3100 0-275 (fc): Fishes 65 7215 WHOI
~nd 28 May 64 0930 00° 29' S 65 ° 08 ' E Invertebrates 160 1721 Li snsr.
275-2250 (fc-wa): Fishes 110 7217 WHOI
Invertebra tes 240 7216 sose
338A ßtart 28 May 64 015 P2°00'S 64 ° 54' E 4200 0-275 (fc): See Note Below Fishes 30 7219 WHOT
~nd 29 May 64 0210 P2°10'S 64 ° 54 ' E Invertebrates 130 7218 sose
0-528 (wa): See Note Below Fishes 330 7221 WHOI
Invertebrates 2090 7220 sase
Note Foxton catch divider failed to function on way 1m RO O_?7C; mai-a~ C"m~l~ q~n
collected only on way down, and 275-528 meter fraction was contaminated
with 0-275 meter material on way UD.
MJDWAT£n THAWL LOG - H IV ANTON BHUUN, CFWJ5£ 6
MWT ZONE POSITION Borroi VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLE CTION (ee) NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG 1M)
338B Start 29 May 64 0220 02°20'S 64° 54' E 3700 0-275 (fc): Fishes 120 7222 WHOI
End 29 May 64 0910 02° 38' S 65°01'E Invertebra tes 300 7223 sose
275-1650 (fc-wa): Fishes 110 7224 WHOI
Invertebrates 310 7225 sose
339A Star t 30 May 64 0140 04° 01' S 65 ° 00 t E 4100 0-275 (fc): Fishes 130 7227 WHOI
"nd 30 May 64 0645 04 ° 14 ' S 65°02'E Invertebra tes 400 7228 sose
275-615 (fc-wa): Fishes 210 7229 WHOI
Invertebra tes 400 7230 SOSC
1339B Start 30 May 64 0715 04 ° 14 ' S 65° 02 t E 3900 0-275 (fc): Fishes 80 7231 WHOI
End 30 May 64 610 04°40' S 65°03'E Invertebrates 90 7232 sose
275-2080 (wa): Fishes 350 7233 WHOI
Invertebrates 320 7234 sose
eopepods 7235 GDG
ß40A tart 31 May 64 045 105055's 65° 10' E 4023 0-275 (fc): Fishes 65 7237 WHOI
'nd 31 May 64 830 105 ° 55' s 64 ° 48 t E Tnv"..t"b..ai-"" 'I ~x I c:nc:r.
275-2250 (fc-wa) 275-2600 (fc-tdr) Fishes 250 7236 WHOI
Invertebrates 160 72ia I c:nc:r.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MJDWATEH -nU\WL LOG - H IV ANTON SHUUN, (HUlSE 6
MWT ZONE
POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION (ee) NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (M)
344B Start 5 Jun 64 0540 14° 03' S 65 ° 11 ' E 3200 o to 225-250 (fc): Fishes 3C 726( WHOI
End ic 5 Jun 64 1255 14° 11 ' S 65 ° 18 ' E Invertebra tes 2C 727C sose
~';: Trawl out for djustme t
from 0815 to 0 22
. 225-250 to 3080 Fishes 2C 727 WHOI
Invertebra tes 12C 7272 SOSC
.
15°57'S 35C345A Start 6 Jun 64 0707 64 ° 46 ' E 3700 0-2407 (wa): Fishes 7277 íffOI
End 6 Jun 64 1400 16°11' S 64 ° 5 1 ' E 3200 Invertebra tes l1C 7278 sose
345e Start 7 Jun 64 0710 18°09'S 64 ° 48 ' E 3000 o to 225-250 (fc): Fi shes ic 728C WHOI
End 7 Jun 64 1405 18°04' S 65 ° 04 ' E Invertebrates ic 727C, SOSC
225-250 to 798 (fc-wa): Fishes 2C 7282 WHOr
Invertebrates 7C 7281 SOSC
345D Start 7 Jun 64 1421 18°05' S 65°10'E 3000 o to 225-250 (fc): Fishes & Invertebrates 5 7286 SOSC
End 7 Jun 64 2118 17°58'S 65 ° 34 ' E 7287
225-250 to 2500 (fc-wa): Fishes 2C 7284 WHOI



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MlDWATEf( THAWL LOG - H IV ANTON BHUUN, (HUlSE 6
MWT ZONE
POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION (ee) eUST.
STA. TIME LAT. LONG (lol
NO.
348A Start 24 Jun 64 1640 24°03' S 65 ° 00 E 3300 0-350 (fc): Fishes 2( 7303 WHOr
End 25 Jun 64 0010 24°22'S 64°50'E · 4200 Invertebra tes 35 7304 SOSC
350-3500 (fc-wa): Fishes 6r 7305 WHOI
.Invertebrates 33r 7306 sose
348B Start 25 Jun 64 0015 24° 22' S 64° 50' E 3650 0-164 (wa): Fishes 3( 7307 WHOl
End 25 Jun 64 24°29'S 64°50'E Invertebrates 65 7308 sosc
348e Start 25 Jun 64 0337 24°29'S 64°50'E 3650 0-350 (fc): Fishes 4( 73lC WHOI
End 25 Jun 64 0830 24° 42' S 64 ° 4 9 ' E Invertebrates 25 7311 SOSC
350-1100 (fc-wa): Fishes 22C 7312 WHOI
Invertebrates 54r 7313 sose
349A Start 26 Jun 64 0241 26°06'S 64°58'E 4300 0-350 (fc): Fishes 30 7344 WHOI
End 26 Jun 64 0822 26° 24' S 65°02'E Invertebra tes 55 7345 sose
350-780 (fc-wa): Fishes 85 7346 WHOI
Invertebra tes 375 7347 sose
Ml DWArE f( TfU-\WL LOG - f( IV ANTON BHUUN, CfW1SE 6
MWT ZONE
POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION (ee) NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (1.)
349B Start 26 Jun 64 0830 26°24'S 65° 02' E 4571 0-350 (fc)' Fi shes 6( 7" lJOT
End 26 .Tiin 6L, 1 L,?i: 26°LiLi' c: 6i: ° Oi:' ¡; f) 0 7iii: c:Oc:C;
350-1470 (fc-~a)' Fish",,: 1 i: 0 7 "~ T.iOT
,i:o 7 "I. c:nc:r
Linoohrvne DB
350A Start 26 Jun 64 2115 2r 52' S 64° 55' E 4200 0-350 (fc): Fi shes 60 736 WHOI
End 27 Jun 64 0255 28°05'S 64° 58' E Invertebra tes 150 736 sose
350-680 (Zc-wa): Fishes 3C 736" WHOI
Invertebrates 2~ 7364 sose
350B Start 27 Jun 64 0310 28 ° 05 ' s 64° 58' E 2200 0-250 on descent, 395-0 on ascent Fishes 20 7316 WHOI
End 27 Jun 64 1215 28°28'S 65°04'E 4000 (fc) : Invertebrates 70 7317 sose
250-1750 on descent, 1750-395 on Fishes 130 7314 WHOI
ascent (fc-wa): Invertebrates 290 7315 sose
0-1750 (wa): Fishes (caught in front 25 7318 WHOI
of net)
J\¡IDWATEn TfU\WL LOG - n IV ANTON SnUUN, Cf(UJSE 6
M'NT ZONE POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DEPTH ( M) COLLECTION (eei NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (M)
351A Start 27 Jun 64 2040 29° 30' S 64°56'E 0-350 (fd: Fishes 20 7320 i: 01
End 28 Jun 64 0245 29°45' S 64°58'E Invertebrates 20 7121 c:oc:r.
350-592 (fc-wa): Fishes 182 7122 i: aT
Invertebra tes ?1f1 7 1?~ c:oc:r.
ehryptosaras DB
351B Start 28 Jun 64 025l¡. 29°45' S 64°5S'E 0-350 (fc): Fishes 25 7352 WHOI
.
S(; 735 c:oc:rEnd 28 Jun 64 1100 30° 05 ' S 64°5S'E Invertebra tes
350-1710 (fc-wa): Fishes 170 7142 i: 01
Invertebrates 860 7343 sase
351e Start 28 Jun 64 2248 31° 25' S 65 ° 08 ' E 0-350 (fcì. Fish"''' ?~ 71",7 TJ 0 T
End 29 Jun 64 0350 31°45'S 65 ° 08 ' E Invertebra tes 100 7356 c:osr.
350-540 (fc-wa): Fishes (combined with 7336 WEal
fishes from Sta. 352A ì
Tnvprtpbra tp'" (('ombi n",d 7117 sosr.
wi th ; ...~ from 711A c:oc:r
Sta. 352A) 7341 sase
J\¡IDWATEf( -nU\WL LOG - f( IV Al-i-rON 8HUUN, Cf(UISE 6
MWT ZONE POSITION BOTTOM VOL. LABEL eURR.
DATE DEPTH SAMPLING DE PTH ( M) COLLE CTION (eei NO. eUST.STA. TIME LAT. LONG (M)
351D Start 29 Jun 64 0359 31°45'S 65 ° 08 i E 4480 0-350 (fc): Fishes 8~ 71'1R WHOT
End 29 Jun 64 1507 32°66' S 65 ° 05 i E Invertebrates '1( 71'1Q sosr:
350-1786 (fc-wa): Fishes ,,g( 7"\i:6 i: ()T
Invertebra tes 55e 7355 sose
352A Start 30 Jun 64 0705 33°53'S 64° 55' E 0-350 (fc): Fishes 3e 7348 WHOI
End 30 Jun 64 1355 34 ° 14' S 64 ° 5 6 i E Invertebrates 180 734q sose
350-1428 (fc-wa): Gigantactis 1000 WHOI
Melanocetus DB
Fishes (including deep 18C 7336 WHOI
fishes from Sta. 351e)
Invertebrates (including 266C 7337 sose
i deep invertebrates from 7338 SOSC
Sta. 351e) 7341 sose
352B Star t 30 Jun 64 1420 34 ° 14 i S 64°58'E 2700 0-350 (fc): Fi shes 20 7326 WHOI
End 30 Jun 64 2000 34 ° 35 i S 64 ° 56 i E Invertebra tes 75 7327 sose
350-750 (fc-wa): Fishes 170 7324 WHOI


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BJOLOGJ CA L LOG R/V ANiON BRUUN 1 CRUJ5E 6
POSITION BOTTOM SAMPLING SAMP. LABEL CU RRENTCO LLECTION DATE STA. DEPTH DE P TH ZONE TIME
LAT. LONG. 1M) 1M) GEAR NO. CUSTODY
Miscellaneous (two dred~e hauls 9 Jun 64 19° 36 i S 63°22'Eoff sout shore 73 Bottom 1500 DR
of Rodriauez Island)'





APPENDIX L Hethods and Techniques 'di th References
ti;Jll: .~~cleL;ti:~l n;-'~vi¿!:-itio11 a11d der:,c'.L rec1:~olli11g. Goi"rec:ted
pu::itiun:J td~en b:ülii smooth navigation plots,
2. Bottom depth: Precision Echo Sounder Recorder (Alpine Geophysical
Assoc.). Note - Continuous records taken throughout
cruise have been turned over to Dr. Bruce Heezen,
Lamont Geological Observatory.
3. Bathythermograph observations: Taken on arrival at each station
and at intervals of 1 hour or less betVJeen stations.
Records deposited with National Oceanographic Data
Center, Washington, D. C.
i" Temperature and depth: Paired protectèd and unprotected deep-sea
reversing thermometers. Reliability of depth calcu-
lations shovm on relative scale of 1 (high) .. 3 (103).
5, Water samples
a) CLemistry: Teflon-coated Hansen bottles (Balauf £.ig. Co.,
Washington, D. C.).
b) Productivity and pigmer.ts: Large volume, al1-plastic (lucite)
\vater sampler designed by D.l'J. Nenzel, i;.;oods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Hoods Hole, Mass.
6. Salin:! ty: Inductance-type salinometer (Autolab Industries,
Sydney, Australia).
-¡
.. .. Dissolved oxygen: 1Iinkler method, biniodate standard.
PI
.:,1 ~ Ph.ospli£lte ~ Murphy, J. qnd J.P. Riley. 1962. A modified
solution method for the deteunination of




9 ( l~i tri te: Rider, B.r. and M.G. Mellon. 1946. Colorimetric
dete1.înil1ation of nitrites 5 Ind" Engín~ Chern" .A.nal..
Ed. 13: 96-99
10. Ni trate: Mullen, J .B. and J.P. Riley.
detennination of nitrate
reference to sea water.
1955. The spectrophotometric
in natural waters, with special
AnaL. Chim. Acta. 12: i,6L...480.
11. Mullen, J .B. and J .Py Riley. 1955e The colorimetric determination
of silicate with special reference to sea and natural
waters. Ibid. 12: 162-175.
l20 Plankton pi~nents:
a) Richards, Foi\o ,iith I,G. ThompsorL 1952. The estimation and
characterization of plankton populations by pigment
analysis. II. A spectrophotometric method for the
estimation of plankton pigments. J 0 Mar. Res, ll:
l56-172,
b) Creltz, G~ I. and F9A6 Richards. 1955ø (i"
III, A note on the use of "mi,lliporell filters in the
estimation of plankton pi~nents. Ibid. l4: 2ll-2l6.
c) Whatman GF/e glass fiber fi.ters used in place of mi11ipore filters.
ad) Data for chlorophyll- only reported here. Optical densities of
acetone extracts Ale Richards with Thompson may be
obtained on request from J. H. Ryther, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Insitution, Woods Hole, Mass.
l~. Primary production:
a) e-l4-technique, basically as in: Steemann Nielsen, E. 1952. The
use of radioactive carbon (Cl4) for measuring organic
production in the sea. J. Cons. Internat. Explor. Mer.
l8: 117-l4\).
b) Millipore HA type membrane filters used throughout. Filters rinsed
with 10 ml. o.Ol N Hel in 3% NaCl.
c) Simulated in situ measurements: Water samples collected from depths
of penetration of LOO, 50, 25, LO, and l% incident light.
Samples with Cl4 added incubated for 24 hours on deck in
water cooled lucite cylinders covered with neutral d&îSfry
(wire mesh) filters to simulate in situ light inten&O£s.
d) Artificially-ill,ilinated measurements:, Samples from ,same ,depths
as in (c) incubated for 4 hours at approximately 1UOO
foot candles from fluorescent lamps.
e) Dark bottle el4 uptake subtracted from light bottle values for each
depth and for both sets of measurements (c and d).
l4. Incident radiation: Eppley 50-junction pyrheliometer recorded on Leeds
and Northrup Speedomax recorder 0 Records mechanical ly
integrated wi th planimeter to give daily radiation. Radi a-
tion data refer to 24 hour period of simulated in situ
productivity value (i.e. for 24 hours following arrival
on station).
l5. Plankton displacement volume: Taken only for Indian Ocean Standard
Net 200 mo vertical hauls. Volume measured on II squeeze-
dried1 plankton by displacement in volumetric cylinder 0
l6. Meteorological observations: Taken by member of International Indian
Ocean Meteorology Prograr~e. (Dr. Colin Ramage,
Scientific Director).
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